FDH 3000 Standard sized Fiber Distribution Cabinet

- Allows for standardized splitter modules and accessories across all FDH 3000 cabinets
- Supports diverse splitter module configurations: 1x32, 2x32, 1x16, 1x64, dual 1x16, 1x8, dual 1x8, 1x4, dual 1x4, 1x2, dual 1x2
- Craft friendly splitter module design: easy to insert and remove without affecting adjacent splitters

The FDH 3000 is designed to meet and serve the distinct needs of diverse markets and customer segments. The unique design of the FDH 3000 provides for rapid connection between fiber optic cables and passive optical splitters in the outside plant segment of the network, facilitating fast service connection and reconfiguration, simplified network installations and improved installation efficiencies in the field.

Features and Benefits

- Unique “swing-out frame” design allows for easy maintenance and access to back of distribution panels and cables
- Allows for easy maintenance and access to back of distribution panels and cables · Industry-leading splitter capacity
- Three-point latch provides weather-tight seal of cabinet
- Angled bulkhead panels eliminate 90° bends and assist technicians with cable routing
- Integrated slack storage spools allow for storage of excess fiber while providing positive bend radius control
- Parking lots hold and protect fiber splitter outputs until needed for service
- In-hub distribution splicing option incorporates splicing of distribution cables within the cabinet

Product Classification

Regional Availability: North America
Product Type: Fiber distribution hub
Product Series: FDH 3000

General Specifications

Access: Front
Color: Putty white
Mounting: Pad

Ordering Tree
Material Specifications

Finish: Powder coated
Material Type: Steel

Environmental Specifications

Environmental Space: Above ground

Packaging and Weights

Packaging quantity: 1
Packaging Type: Pallet